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Abstract— In this paper, we propose to construct mitigation of large scale of DDoS attacks based on “Weight Deficit” flow scheduling 
mechanism to improve the network maximize throughput and minimize the network congestion for mitigating DDoS attacks. Thus, the path 
of higher available bandwidth is mitigated of large-scale DDoS attacks. This flow scheduling mechanism able to maximize network 
throughput and to minimize the congestion with among elephant flows, mice flows, round robin flows. Flow Scheduling Mechanism 
(FlowSM) which is more adaptive to available bandwidth links and mitigate the congestion flows of the network and also mitigate the large 
scale of DDoS attacks. Weight deficit flow would to find the highest capacity of nodes in a network and assign weight ratio of those nodes. 
So it would able to provides a stable flow scheduling mechanism scheme which is adaptive to the available bandwidth links and mitigate 
large scale of DDoS attacks. Experiment results show that maximize network throughput of flow scheduling mechanism improves to 
mitigate the large scale of DDoS attacks. Simulation-based results shows that our technique effectively more defensive a victim server 
against various DDoS attacks. In this research paper, we propose a distribute approach to defend against DDoS attacks by coordinating 
flow scheduling mechanism across into the network. 
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1. INTRODUCTION:                                                                

etwork bandwidth is shared on dynamically between the random 
varying number of concurrently of this flow scheduling mecha-
nism. We firstly discuss about the way of TCP realizes statistical 

bandwidth sharing, illustrating essential properties by means of packet 
level simulations. The high speed network usually deals with two main 
issues. The first is fast switching to get a good throughput. In this re-
search paper, we present, the state-of-the-art switches are employing 
input queued architecture and get higher throughput. The second is 
providing QoS guarantees for wide range of applications. This is gener-
ally considered in output queued switches. For these two requirements, 
there have weight deficit flow scheduling mechanisms to support or get 
both better throughput and QoS guarantees in high speed switching 
networks for mitigating DDoS attacks. 

In historically, bandwidth allocation networks has been at the 
mercy of TCP. TCP’s model of allocation assumes that bandwidth 
should be shared to equally among contending flows. Many aim to  
minimize of per-packet flow latency or flow completion time (FCT) 
while others target bandwidth allocation while still others focus on so-
phisticated objectives like resource pooling, policy-based bandwidth 
allocation or co-flow scheduling. 

Packet scheduling refers to the decision process used to choose 
which packets should be served. It is the process of resolving contention 
for bandwidth. The target of a scheduling algorithm has  

 

 

 

to determine the allocation of bandwidth among the users and their 
transmission order. One of the most important tasks of a  flow schedul-
ing mechanism resides in satisfying the Quality of Service (QoS) re-
quirements while efficiently utilizing the available bandwidth decide to 
send any given packet. A good choice that can help guarantee packet 
latencies through the router. The idea of the flow scheduling is to adapt 
the policy of transmission of packets in buffers according to the re-
quirements of QoS for flows. Scheduling has a significant impact not 
only on the average delay but also on the buffer size. Scheduling is used 
to control the resources distribution between the classes of service. 

Scheduling algorithm determines the allocation of the band-
width among the users, flows or the services and classes. Priority 
scheduling can reduce the packet, delay, jitter and loss for the high pri-
ority traffic. The Strict Priority (SP) scheduling is simple and common 
solution. Weight Deficit Round Robin (WDRR) has well network 
scheduling discipline. Each packet flow or connection has its own pack-
et flow in network interface controller. WDRR serves a number of pack-
ets for each non-empty flow and have their deficit weight. The number 
of packets served in proportion to the assigned weight and in inverse 
proportion to the size of the packets. Weight Deficit Round Robin is the 
most new variation of WRR that achieves better throughput approxima-
tion without knowing the mean packet size of each connection in ad-
vance. 
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DDoS is a type of DoS attack where the multiple compromised 
systems which are usually infected with a trojan virus in the single sys-
tem of causing Denial of Service (DoS) attack. A very few flow schedul-
ing mechanism of nodes while evaluating the performance of the secu-
rity that had never done in before. It attempts to reduce flow congestion 
and improve the overall throughput of bandwidth allocation. The vic-
tims of such an attack can either be single node, set of nodes, the base 
station or even in the entire network. These attacks  could further classi-
fied as flooding, ping of death, smurf attacks and flooding on victim’s 
link. Basically, for DDoS attacks has a set of malicious entities towards a 
node or set of nodes. We use different way of DDoS attacks can be im-
plemented. These are targeted flooding technique, movable node con-
gestion, one owner and slave congestion. 

On our main technical contribution is the transport design for 
solving the flow scheduling mechanism of congestion problem that 
converges significantly faster than prior work and is much more robust. 
The  existing Weight Deficit Round Robin Algorithm couple these ob-
jectives and try to accomplish both simultaneously through weight var-
iable and price variable at their links. These process is faster due to the 
need to balance between moving quickly towards the optimal allocation 
and avoiding or minimizing congestion or being under-utilization. 
FlowSM employs independent mechanism for the two goals by decom-
posing the task of solving network maximize throughput, minimize the 
network congestion, try to get higher bandwidth and  it’s reliable which 
will able to mitigate DDoS attacks. The rest of the paper is organized to 
introduce the deficit weighted based on connections flow scheduling 
mechanism architecture, describe elephant flow scheduling algorithm 
by the strict priority scheduling. We evaluate the performance of 
weighted based on connections flow scheduling algorithm in different 
traffic patterns for mitigating the large number of DDoS attacks. 

2. LITERATURE REVIEWS: 

The authors is presented a survey of flow scheduling mechanism ad-

dressing the impact of various factors for DDoS attacks. There are 

some other cooperative techniques that are based on different flow 

scheduling mechanism in different purposes. 

D. Y. Yau, J. C. S. Lui, F. Liang [2] The throttling is weight-fair because 

the traffics destination for the server are controlled by the leaky-buckets 

at the routers based on the number of users connected, directly  or 

through other routers to each router. That was weight-fair technique for 

saving an internet server from DDoS attacks. 

Li Chen, Kai Chen[3] Cloud applications generate a mix of flows with 

and without deadlines. Scheduling such mix-flows is a key challenge, 

trivially combining existing schemes for deadline / non deadline flows is 

problematic. 

Mohammad Alizadeh, Abdul Kabbani [4] HULL leaves “bandwidth head-

room” using Phantom Queues that deliver congestion signals before 

network links are fully utilized and queues form at switches for latency 

sensitive traffic to avoid buffering and the associated large delays. 

Yau et al[6] viewed DDoS attacks as a resource management problem 

and proposed to distributed bottleneck resource as max-min fashion 

between level-k routers. K-Max-Min also similar to push-back has no 

mechanism to protect traffic of innocent hosts that share same path with 

the attacks. K-Max-Min also assume that all routers of level k accept to 

cooperate but it couldn’t be a true assumption. 

DefCOM[7] is another cooperative technique that makes an overlay 

between those routers that participate to detect and stop to DDoS at-

tacks. DefCOM installed to classifier filters on nodes near traffic sources 

to distinguish attack packets from legitimate packets and ask other 

overlay node to rate limit traffic. 

D-Ward technology[8] is used as classifier nodes in DefCOM. However, 

D-WARD is a very high expensive technique that burden large over-

heads to routers which we believe most routers reject to install firewalls 

such as D-WARD. 

Sonia Laskara[11] Distributed Denial of Service attacks continue to in-

stigate intense wars against popular e-commerce and content websites. 

QVMMA is an ideal faster real time solution to prevent DDoS attacks 

using Statistical Feature Vector Generation. Thus, it is concluded that 

QVMMA can based for effective DDoS prevention, mitigation in real 

time based on results generated Matlab simulation. 

3. RELETED WORKS: 

We briefly discuss about related works that has informed and inspired 

our research design, algorithm, implementation, evaluation, analysis 

and especially work that did not discuss in before by using of FlowSM. 

For motivating by shortcoming of TCP, number of data center transport 

designs, network performance, their network utility maximization and 

low rate of DDoS attacks to differentiate of victim servers attack by 

QoS.  

Flow Level Detection and Filtering of Low Rate DDOS: Flow level de-

tection and filtering of low-rate DDoS. The recently proposed TCP tar-

geted Low rate DDoS attacks send fewer packets to attack legitimate 

flows by exploiting the vulnerability in TCP's congestion control mecha-

nism. 

Mitigating DDoS Using Threshold Based Filtering Mechanism: Capabil-

ity based approaches have been a major area of work since long time. 

They are robust against address spoofing attacks. However, they are 

vulnerable to a new type of attack called Denial-of-Capability attack. 

Also, bandwidth flooding is another serious issue. Dynamic threshold is 

for traffic monitoring, implemented over underlying basic capability ap-

proach in an effective attempt to mitigate vulnerabilities. 

Scaling Flow Management for High-Performance Networks: Open Flow 

is a great concept but its original design imposes excessive overheads. 
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It can simplify network traffic management in enterprise and data center 

environments because it enables flow-level control over Ethernet 

switching and provides global visibility of the flows in the network. How-

ever, such fine-grained control, visibility comes with costs of the switch 

implementation, costs of involving the switch’s control-plane, the distrib-

uted-system costs of involving to the Open Flow controller and frequent-

ly both on flow setups and especially for statistics-gathering. 

Dynamic Flow Scheduling for Data Center Networks: Today’s data cen-

ters offer tremendous aggregate bandwidth to clusters of tens of thou-

sands of machines. However, because of limited port densities in even 

the highest end switches and data center topologies typically consist of 

multirooted trees with many equal-cost paths between any given pair of 

hosts. Existing IP multipathing protocols usually rely on per-flow static 

hashing and can cause substantial bandwidth losses due to long-term 

collisions. A scalable dynamic flow scheduling system that is adaptively 

schedules a multistage switching fabric to efficiently utilize aggregate 

network resources. 

Finishing Flows quickly with Preemptive Scheduling: Today’s data cen-

ters face extreme challenges in providing low latency. However, fair 

sharing a principle commonly adopted in current congestion control 

protocols is far from optimal for satisfying latency requirements. 

Preemptive Distributed Quick (PDQ) flow scheduling is a protocol de-

signed to complete flows quickly and meet flow deadlines. PDQ enables 

flow preemption to approximate a range of scheduling disciplines. 

Fast and Flexible Bandwidth Allocation in Data Centers: Flow Schedul-

ing Mechanism a novel transport design that provides flexible and fast 

bandwidth allocation control. It enables operators to specify how band-

width is allocated among contending flows to optimize for different ser-

vice level objectives such as strict priority flows, weighted fairness, min-

imizing flow completion times, multipath resource pooling, prioritized 

bandwidth functions. 

4. DESIGNS & ALGORITHMS: 

We use this flow scheduling mechanism to clarify our design and devel-

op to the main themes of research are here in below. We are using two 

different kinds of flow scheduling mechanism in switches for distributing 

data packet and observe to mitigate of large number of DDoS attacks. 

Strict Priority Flow Scheduling: A port is idle and the packet with highest 

priority buffered at that port is dequeued sent out which is called Strict 

Priority (SP). When the network is ideal then the packet will send out by 

their priority based. However this priority does not see their weight and 

cost of their building networks. As the figure (01) say that if A packet 

come to queue and then it will send out by their priority based which is 

strictly coordinate with those packet priority. After that other packets will 

come on the next queue and do it same process. It is the normal pro-

cess of the network which is used in last few years before. For that strict 

priority based flow scheduling mechanism is mainly used in efficient 

feedback compression and reduce the cost of base station synchroniza-

tion and reduce feedback delay. 

 

Figure (01) : Strict Priority Flow Scheduling 

Relative strict-priority flow scheduling provides strict-priority flows 
within a shaped aggregate rate. For example, it allows you to provide 1 
Mbps of aggregate bandwidth to subscriber with up to 500 Kbps of the 
bandwidth for low-latency traffic. If there is no strict-priority traffic, the 
low-latency traffic can be used up to the full aggregate rate of 1 Mbps. 
Relative strict priority differs from true strict priority which it can im-
plement the aggregate shaping rate for both strict and non strict traffic 
with true strict priority. We can shape the non strict or the strict traffic 
separately but cannot shape the aggregate to a single rate. The best ap-
plication of relative strict priority is on Ethernet where you can shape 
the aggregate for each VLAN to a specified rate and provision a strict 
and non strict queue for each VLAN above the shaped VLAN node. 

To use relative strict priority, we can configure strict-priority 
queues above the VLAN scheduler node thereby providing for strict-
priority scheduling of the queues within the VLAN. We also can con-
figure relative strict priority without using QoS traffic-class groups 
which causes strict-priority queues to appear in the same scheduler 
hierarchy as the non strict queues. Relative strict priority provides low 
latency only if we under subscribe the port by shaping all VLan on the 
port so that the sum of the shaping rates is less than the port rate. The 
port will not become congested and the latency caused by the round-
robin behavior of both the HRR and cell schedulers is nominal. In these 
under subscribed conditions, the latency of a strict-priority queue with-
in each VLAN is calculated as if the VLAN drains onto a wire with 
bandwidth equal to the shaped rate. 

Different Priority Assignment Schemes: The next, we compare three 

different schemes for assigning packet priorities with increasing de-
grees of complexity. For each packet transmitted the priority field is set 
to be: (i) number of bytes thus far sent from flows; (ii) flow size in 
bytes; (iii) remaining flow size in bytes. The first scheme is the simplest 
as it does not require knowledge of flow size. The second and third 
schemes both  require flow size information but the second is simpler 
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since the priority number is decided once and remains constant for all 
packets flow. In switch implementation since we do not need starvation 
prevention mechanism. 

 

Figure (02) : Weight Deficit Round Robin Flow Scheduling (WDRR) 

Weight Deficit Round Robin Flow Scheduling (WDRR): Weight Deficit 

Round Robin (WDRR)flow scheduling is increasingly popular in modern 

switches to determine the schedule packets when multiple input ports 

are trying to transmit out a single output port. Weighted fair queuing 

(WFQ) is the better standard of fairness in flow scheduling. We can 

define scheduling mechanism to be where two streams are able to 

achieve the same overall throughput on a network. WDRR actively 

monitors the average size of the frames in input queues and adjusts the 

weights of the queues in order to favor the queues with smaller frames 

in them. This ultimately overcomes identified fairness issue and allows 

streams of small frames to have the same throughput of larger frames. 

Using a well-known fairness index, we have plotted the fairness of the 

system before and after implementing our proposed algorithm. WDRR 

solves max-min weight flow scheduling algorithm  problems and make it 

faster and more reliable than existing approach. WDRR is to decouple 

the underlying mechanisms for maximizing network utilization, minimiz-

ing the network congestion time with getting higher bandwidth  and 

achieving the optimal relative rate allocation to mitigate the large num-

ber of DDoS attacks. 

Switch Design: The majority of the functionality resides at the leaf 

switches and spine switches. The source leaf makes load balancing 

decisions based on per up-link congestion metrics, derived by taking the 

maximum of the local congestion at the up-link and the remote conges-

tion for the path of the destination leaf that originate at the up-link. The 

remote metrics are obtained via feedback from the destination of leaf 

switch which opportunistically Piggyback values in the congestion from 

leaf switches. Load balancing decisions are made on the first packet of 

each flows. The sub-sequence packet use the same up-link as fully 

active. The source leaf uses to keep track of active Flow-lets and their 

up-link. 

Packet Format Design: To leverages the VLAN encapsulation format 

used for the overlay to carry the following state.This field partially identi-

fies the packet’s path set by the source leaf switches port. The number 

of the up-link packet is sent on and is used by destination leaf to aggre-

gate congestion metrics before they are feedback to the source.This 

field is used by switches along the packet’s path to convey the extent of 

congestion.These two fields are used by destination leaves to piggy-

back congestion information back to the source leaves. When flows 

start at line rate. Practically, this is accomplished by using an initial win-

dow size equal to the bandwidth-delay product (BDP) of the link (32 

packets in our simulations. We use SACKs for every packet acknowl-

edgment, we do additive increase as in standard TCP. There are no fast 

transmits, dupACKs mechanism. Packets drops are only detected by 

timeouts whose value is fixed and small. If it fixed threshold number of 

consecutive time outs occur then it indicates a chronic congestion col-

lapse event. In this case, the flow enters into probe mode where it peri-

odically re-transmits minimum-sized packets with one byte payload and 

re-enters slow-start once it receives an acknowledgment.The only goal 

is that avoid excessive and persistent packet drop which is simple de-

sign accomplishes. 

Flow Scheduling Rate Control Design: We do not need to worry about 

keeping queue occupies small to control queuing latency. Since packets 

are scheduled based on priority even if large queues do form in the 

mechanism. There would be no the latency for high-priority traffic. How-

ever, there is one corner case where a limited form of rate control is 

necessary. Specifically, whenever a packet traverses multiple hops only 

to be dropped at a downstream link some bandwidth is wasted on the 

upstream links that could have used to transmit other packets. This is 

especially problematic when the load is high and multiple elephant flows 

collide at the downstream. 
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Figure (03) : Flow Scheduling Mechanism Flowchart (1) 

Algorithms: 

WDRR stands for Weight Deficit Round Robin that can be used for 

DDoS detection and mitigation in real time 

 

Figure (04) : Flow Scheduling Mechanism Flowchart (2) 

Fairness Algorithm: Various notions of fairness can be expressed 

simply by changing the shape of the utility functions. 

Σ
i
WiXi

1-α 
/ 1-α 

The α- fair class of utility functions represented in the first row of 

figure 6 enable an operator to express different preferences on the 

fairness / efficiency trade-off curve by varying α, a non-negative con-

stant. α = 0 is purely utilitarian, maximize overall throughput without 

concern for fairness. As α increases, flow scheduling solution gets 

“more fair”, eventually converging to the max-min fair allocation as α → 

∞. An important case is α = 1, which is a compromise between these 

extremes and is called proportional fairness. α-fair utility functions can 

also be generalized to express relative priorities using different weight 

multipliers  for different flows as shown in the figure 6. 

Weight Deficit Round Robin Algorithm: WFM is a flow based algo-

rithm that achieves asymptotically 100% throughput with no speed up 

while providing QoS. 

Σ
i
Wi

α xi
1-α / 1-α 

S(pi
k) = max (V, F (pi

k-1)) 

F(pi
k) = S(pi

k ) + L(pi
k ) / wi 

For these reasons, in addition to the demand for high throughput on 

routers or switches with input queued architecture. There is an increas-

ing need for supporting applications with diverse performance require-

ments where QoS is guaranteed. However there has been a restriction 

to provide QoS guarantees in an input queued switch input queued 

switch is scalable but lead to some packets not being promptly trans-

mitted across switch fabric because en-queued packets can not be 

isolated which may lead to violating QoS. Therefore the goal of provid-

ing QoS guarantees in the input queued switch is to design a schedul-

ing algorithm which can provide QoS requirements so that queued 

packets are transmitted across the switch scheduling mechanism 

promptly. 

In this paper, we propose a scheduling algorithm for provid-

ing QoS guarantees and high throughput in an input queued switch for 

mitigating the large-scale of DDoS attacks. The proposed algorithm 

called Weight Deficit Round Robin (WDRR) which is a flow based algo-

rithm that provides bandwidth allocation. The WDRR in input queued 

switches is unique in a sense that the selection right and corresponding 

matching mechanism based on virtual finishing time of WDRR is done 

at the output port where the number of connections to the output ports 

and the virtual finishing time stamps already computed and transferred 

by input ports are involved. 

Minimizing Flow Completion Time Scheduling Algorithm: Size-based 

scheduling policies that are effective for minimizing (average) flow 

completion time can also be approximated within the data framework 

as shown in the figure 6.  

Σ
i
WiXi /Si 

The utility functions are linear in the rates and associate a 

weight to each flow inversely proportional to its size (si). This objective 

also performs very well in the multilink case. Similarly, the weights can 

be chosen inversely proportional to the remaining flow size or flow 

deadlines to approximate Shortest-Remaining Processing-Time 

(SRPT) or Earliest-Deadline-First (EDF) scheduling for meeting dead-

lines. 
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Using Swift Parameter to Detect the DDoS attacks : A distributed algo-

rithm that calculates the deficit weights for the flows such that the 

weighted max-min rate allocation solves the Scheduling mechanism 

problem. Swift provides the abstraction of a network with guaranteed 

high utilization and weighted max-min allocation, where the flow weights 

can be set dynamically. This allows the relative bandwidth allocation of 

the flows to be controlled without having to worry about high utilization 

or network congestion. xWI leverages this capability to quickly search 

for the deficit weights and link prices which now solely act as a coordi-

nation signal not a measure of congestion enabling xWI to converge 

quickly and safely. 

Load Balancing Hash Algorithm: The switch balances packet load 

across multiple links in a port channel by calculating a hash value 

based on packet header fields. The hash value determines the active 

member link through which the packet is transmitted. 

X(t) = Z(t) − W(t) / (λE(S)/n)∗ t 

This uneven distribution is avoided by performing different hash calcula-

tions on each switch routing the paths. The port-channel load-balance 

command specifies the seed for hashing algorithms that balance the 

load across ports comprising a port channel. Available seed values vary 

by switch platform. 

Variant of Load Balancing: Load balancing aims to optimize resource 

use, maximize throughput, minimize response time, and avoid overload 

of any single resource. Using multiple components with load balancing 

instead of a single component may increase reliability and availability 

through redundancy. Load balancing usually involves dedicated soft-

ware or hardware such as a multilayer switch like leaf switches and 

spine switches and Servers. 

Bandwidth Variation Equation: The available bandwidth of a network 

path is an important performance metric and its end-to-end estimation 

has recently received significant attention. The available bandwidth is 

the maximum throughput that the path can provide to an application and 

given the path's current cross traffic load. Measuring available band-

width is not only for knowing the network status but also to provide in-

formation to network applications on how to control their outgoing traffic 

and fairly share the network bandwidth. 

Hash Algorithm and Analyzing: A hash function is any function that can 

be used to map data of arbitrary  size to fixed-size values. The values 

returned by a hash function are called hash values, hash codes, di-

gests, or simply hashes. The values are used to index a fixed-size table 

called a hash table. Use of a hash function to index a hash table is 

called hashing or scatter storage addressing. Hash functions and their 

associated hash tables are used in data storage and retrieval applica-

tions to access data in a small and nearly constant time per retrieval 

and storage space only fractionally greater than the total space required 

for the data or records themselves. Hashing is a computationally and 

storage space efficient form of data access which avoids the non-linear 

access time of ordered and unordered lists and structured trees and the 

often exponential storage requirements of direct access of state spaces 

of large or variable-length keys. Use of hash functions relies on statisti-

cal properties of key and function interaction which it worst case behav-

ior is intolerably bad with a vanishing small probability and average 

case behavior can be nearly optimal. Hash functions are related to 

checksums, check digits, fingerprints, lossy compression, randomization 

functions, error-correcting codes, and ciphers. Although the concepts 

overlap to some extent, each one has its own uses and requirements 

and is designed and optimized differently.  A hash function takes as 

input a key which is associated with a record and used to identify it to 

the  data storage and retrieval application. The keys may be fixed length 

like an integer or variable length, like a name. The output is a hash code 

used to index a hash table holding the data or records or pointers to 

them. 

5.   IMPLEMENTATIONS: 

I want to implement a sophisticated flow scheduling mechanism to 

make bandwidth faster and more reliable and more flexible at end host 

by using of Weight Deficit Round Robin Flow Scheduling Algorithm 

provides more secure and to mitigate the large scale of DDoS attacks. 

A prototype implementation of flow scheduling mechanism with includ-

ing the hardware like as switches (Leaf switches & Spine switches), 

Web Server / TCP server and software like Matlab Flow Scheduling 

Analysis, ns3 Network Simulator / Packet Tracer Network Simuator and 

end-host stack are beyond the scope of this research paper and is part 

of our future work. Here, we can briefly analyze the feasibility of its im-

plementation. 

Implementation of Utility Function: The utility function depends on the 

bandwidth allocation objective that the operator wishes to achieve. We 

pick five popular and broad bandwidth allocation policies and show how 

they can be expressed using utility functions and a similar exercise can 

be carried out for other policies. 

Switch Implementation for Strict Priority: Priority flow scheduling mech-

anism and scheduling dropping are relatively simple to implement using 
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well known and widely used hardware primitives because in data cen-

ters has different types of data packet. If the packet is priority based 

then the data packet can be stored in client  sever which is web server/ 

hosts. The web server provides the data packet with including priority( 

High priority, Medium Priority, Lowest Priority) based scheduling and 

connected two leaf switches. Leaf switches helps to distributed data 

packet into different flows. 

Typologies of Servers: We simulate a data center network built using a 

leaf-spine architecture. There are a total of 4 (Client Web Servers & 

Destination Web Servers) servers connected to 2 leaf switches with 10 

Gbps links. Each leaf switch is connected to 2 spine switches using 40 

Gbps links, thus ensuring full bisection bandwidth. The switches are 

modeled as standard output-queued switches, with a buffer of size 1 

MB per port. We chose this large limit to avoid complications for com-

paring the convergence times of different algorithms which are sensitive 

to packet drops. All of the implemented schemes target a small queue 

occupancy and thus avoid packet drops well below this buffer size. The 

queue occupies are typically only a few packets at equilibrium. The 

network RTT is 4 μs. 

Large Scale of Simulations by NS2: We now compare a  using of few 

priority queues in existing switches  with flow scheduling mechanism. 

Our results confirm that while this mechanism provides good perfor-

mance with a sufficient number of priority queues. It is still worse than 

flow scheduling mechanism and the performance is sensitive to the 

value of the thresholds used and also how the switch buffer is shared 

among the priority queues. We simulate the web search workload for 

three scenarios with 2, 4, and 8 priority queues per flows port. The 

queues at a port share a buffer pool of size 225KB (150 packets). We 

reserve 15KB (10 packets) of buffer per queue and the rest is shared 

dynamically on a first-come-first-serve basis. We observe that as ex-

pected the average overall FCT part (a) improves as we increase the 

number of priority queues and is close   to flow scheduling performance 

with priority queues. We observed a similar trend in the average FCT 

across small, medium, and large flows. In figure 10 shows that there is 

a significant increase in the 99th percentile  FCT for the small flows at 

high loads in the 8-queue case. This is because with 8  queues, 80  out 

of the total 150 packets are reserved and leaving only 70 packets to be 

shared among the queues. Thus at high load during some bursts, the 

high priority queue runs out of buffers and drops packets and increasing 

tail latency. This demonstrates the need for carefully tuning the buffer 

allocations for each priority queue for good performance. 

Sensitivity to thresholds: Finally, we explore the sensitivity of the per-

formance with a few priority queues to using the “right” thresholds for 

splitting traffic. In figure show 7 a comparison of the 4-queue system 

with optimal thresholds with a reasonable values that splits flows equal-

ly across the 4 queues which the smallest 25% of flows are assigned to 

the highest priority queue, second smallest 25% to the second highest 

priority etc. The plot shows the aver-age FCT across all flows. We find a 

fairly substantial improvement with the optimized thresholds. At 80% 

load, the average FCT is reduced by more than 30% with more sub-

stantial performance gaps for the tail latency for short flows. This con-

firms that the thresholds for splitting traffic across limited priority queues 

need to be chosen carefully. By allowing an essentially unlimited num-

ber of priorities, flow scheduling mechanism does not require any tuning 

and is not sensitive to parameters such as thresholds, minimum re-

served buffer per priority queue and overall buffer size. 

Switch implementation: Priority scheduling and dropping are relatively 

simple to implement using well known and widely used hardware primi-

tives because flow scheduling mechanism of switches have very small 

buffers. This can be done in parallel for all 32 packets but it is prefera-

ble to do it sequentially on smaller blocks to reduce the required gates 

and power-draw. Assuming a 32 blocks compare that checks 32 flow-

ids at a time we require at most 3 clock cycles for all 32 packets. 

Hence we need a total of clock cycles to figure out which packet to 

dequeue which is well within the budget of 40 clock cycles. The analy-

sis for the enqueuing is simpler since the only operation there is the 

operation performed by the binary tree when the queue is full. A num-

ber of optimization can further simplify the FlowSM switch implementa-

tion. For instance, we could use a hash of the 5-tuple as the flow-id to 

reduce the width of the bit-wise flow-id comparators. A fairly short hash 

8–12 bits should suffice since the total number of packets is small and 

occasional hash collisions only marginally impact the scheduling order. 

Moreover, if we restrictly provides flows by the priority assignments 

such that a flow’s priority does not increase over time by using absolute 

flow size as the priority instead of remaining flow size. We would not 

need the starvation prevention mechanism and could get rid of the 

flow-id matching logic completely. Our results indicate that using abso-

lute flow size is almost as good as remaining flow size for realistic flow 

size distributions found in practice. Note that our switches do not keep 

any other state nor are they expected to provide feedback nor do they 

perform rate computations. Further, the significantly smaller buffering 

requirement lowers the overall switch design complexity and to die the 

area. 
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Figure (05) : Flow Scheduling Topology 

 

                           Figure (06) : Flow Scheduling Mechanism 

End-host implementation: FlowSM priority-based packet scheduling 

needs to extend all the way to the end-host to be fully effective. In fact, 

we think of the FlowSM as starting at the NIC and in our simulations we 

assume that the NIC queues also implement Flow Scheduling priority 

scheduling or dropping mechanisms. An alternative design may push 

the contention to software queues by rate-limiting the traffic to the NIC. 

Priority scheduling can then be implemented in software across active 

flows. This approach does not require NIC changes and also avoids 

dropping packets at the end-host but it requires more sophisticated 

software particularly at 10Gbps speeds. The reader may also wonder 

about the feasibility of our rate control implementation. Specifically, our 

rate control frequently operates at line rate and uses a fixed re-

transmission timeout value typically set to 3×RTT which can be quite 

small. However our simulations show that the timeout can be set to 

larger values in practice without impacting performance. 

Hash Function Implementation: A hash function may be considered to 

perform three functions, these are Convert variable length keys into 

fixed length values by folding them by words or other units using a pari-

ty-preserving operator like ADD or XOR. Scramble the bits of the key so 

that the resulting values are uniformly distributed over the key space.It 

should be very fast to compute. It should minimize duplication of output 

collisions value. Map the key values into ones less than or equal to the 

size of the table. 

Detecting and Mitigating DDoS Attacks: Hash functions rely on generat-

ing favorable probability distributions for their effectiveness, reducing 

access time to nearly constant. Hash functions can be designed to give 

best worst-case performance good performance under high table load-

ing factors and in special cases and perfect mapping of keys into hash 

codes. Implementation is based on parity-preserving bit operations 

(XOR and ADD), multiply or divide. A necessary adjunct to the hash 

function is a collision-resolution method that employs an auxiliary data 

structure like linked lists or systematic probing of the table to find an 

empty slot. When testing a hash function the uniformity of the distribu-

tion of hash values can be evaluated by the chi-squared test. This test 

is a goodness-of-fit measure that it's the actual distribution of items in 

buckets versus the expected or uniform distribution of items. The formu-

la are 

 

Finally, where size-based traffic prioritization may reduce the stability 

region of the network. The stability is in the stochastic sense meaning 

that the network may be unable to keep up with flow arrivals even 

though the average load on each link is less than its capacity. However, 

this problem is mostly for “linear” typologies with flows traversing differ-

ent numbers of hops intuitively. It is due to the trade off between priority 

based small flows versus maximizing service parallelism on long routes. 

We have not seen this issue in our research study and do not expect it 

to be a major concern in real data center environments because the 

number of hobs is very uniform in data center fabrics and overall load 

contributed by the small flows is small for realistic traffic distributions. 

6. EVALUATIONS: 

In this section, we present to deconstruct of overall the results and to 

demonstrate weight deficit flow scheduling mechanism to detect and 

mitigate the large number of DDoS attacks that contribute to the per-

formance. Over subscription of network links out of spine-leaf to core 

should also be considered an extensive ns2 simulation based evalua-

tion of weight deficit flow scheduling mechanism. 
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Simulation Methodology: We show how the achieves network are more 

optimal end-to-end performance in realistic data center networks run-

ning workloads that have been observed in deployed data centers. Fi-

nally, we have to deconstruct the overall results and demonstrate the 

factors that contribute to the performance. we evaluate flow scheduling 

mechanism of performance using extensive packet-level simulations in 

the ns2 network simulator. 

 Fast convergence to optimal allocation in dynamic flow based on Priority 

and Deficit Weight. 

 Flexibility and Reliability for meeting various bandwidth allocation objec-

tives. 

 Bandwidth become faster and more reliable by using WDRR flow sched-

uling mechanism. 

 Detecting and mitigating to DDoS attackss in real time by using of hash 

block. 

Flow Scheduling Topology: We use the leaf-spine topology shown in 

Figure 10,11. The flows are interconnected in 16 hosts through 4 leaf 

switches and also connected to 4 spine switches in a full mesh. Each 

leaf switch has 12 10Gbps down-links (to the hosts) and 4 40Gbps up-

links (to the spine) resulting in a non-oversubscribed flow scheduling. 

Scheduling load-balancing: We use packet spraying where each switch 

sprays packets among all shortest-path next hops in round- robin fash-

ion. We have also experimented with Equal Cost Multipathing (ECMP) 

which hashes entire flows to different paths to avoid packet reordering. 

Overall, we found that for all schemes, the best results are obtained 

with packet-spraying after fast re-transmissions are disabled to cope 

with packet reordering . In fact, this is the reason we disabled 3 

dupACKs in our rate control. Hence, we use packet spraying by default 

for all schemes. 

Congestion Feedback: Flow scheduling mechanism uses a feedback 

loop between the source and destination in leaf switches and spine 

switches to popular the remote metrics in the Congestion-To-Leaf Table 

at each leaf switches. We could describe the sequence of the event 

involved part. The source leaf sends packets to the switches with in-

cluding tag field set to the up-link port taken by the packet. It also sets 

on CE field up on the price or cost or link distributed dynamic weight 

sharing schemes to detecting the Trojan Virus or detecting and mali-

cious attack on those links to reduce the congestion, detecting and miti-

gating a large number of DDoS attacks. 

Flow-let Detection: Flow-lets are detected tracked in the leaf switches 

using the Flow-let figure 10. Each entry of the table consists of the port 

number a valid bit and an age bit. These are such as  

 If the entry is valid, the Flow-let is active and the packet is sent on 

the port indicated in the entry. 

 If the entry is not valid, the incoming packet starts a new Flow-let. 

In the case, we make a load balancing decision and cache the re-

sult table for using by the subsequent packets.  

Each incoming packet reset the age bit. If the age bit is set when the 

timer checks it and then it ensured that there have no any packets for 

the entry in the last seconds and entry times out. 

Load Balancing Decision Logic : Load balancing decisions are made 

on the first packet of each Flow-let. For a new Flow-let, we pick up-link 

port that minimize to maximum of the local metric and the remote up-

links are good equality. The one is chosen at random with preference 

given to port cached in the entry in Flow-let. It’s flow only moves if there 

is some strictly priority better up-link than the one its  last Flow-let links. 

We repeat the previous simulation but stress the network by using up 

to 50 concurrent large flows  to a single destination port and measure 

the overall loss rate. We conduct the simulation both with and without 

flows probe mode. This is because except for the high-priority flow, the 

packets of the other flows are all dropped at the bottleneck. Hence, 

each low-priority flow re-transmits a full sized (1500B) packet every 

RTO = 45μs which is eventually dropped. As expected, the probe mode 

significantly lowers the loss rate since the low priority flows only period-

ically send a small probe packet while waiting for the high priority flow 

to complete. We can show flow scheduling performance for In-cast 

traffic patterns which occur in many large-scale web applications and 

storage systems and have shown to result in throughput degradation 

for TCP. The senders respond with 100MB/N of data simultaneously. 

The request completes when all the individual flows have finished. 

Once a request is complete, the client immediately initiates the next 

request. The simulation is run for 1000 requests that we compute the 

average total request completion time and the average individual flow 

completion times. Hence, considering the total request completion time, 

all schemes handle In-cast fairly well. DCTCP does the best and 

achieves a near-ideal request complete time of 80ms across all number 

of senders. Flow Scheduling Mechanism is almost as good achieving a 

total request completion time of 81.1ms at 50 senders. The small in-

crease is due to the slight overhead of serially scheduling flows. How-

ever, as expected serial flow scheduling significantly improves the av-
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erage individual flow completion times for scheduling compared to 

DCTCP and TCP - Drop Tail which are more optimal fair into across 

flows. PDQ also exhibits a similar behavior as weight deficit flows since 

it aims to the same kind of flow scheduling. However it has slightly 

higher overhead in flow switching and consequently shows slightly 

worse performance as the number of flows increases. 

We have explored a number of other scenarios including weight deficit 

flow scheduling performance in over subscribed topology and with dif-

ferent load-balancing mechanisms. The importance of the starvation 

prevention mechanism and the implications of having weight flows into 

different switches only at leafs and not in the core. In all these mecha-

nism, we have found that scheduling mechanism achieves very  good 

performance. 

Functionality of Available Bandwidth Monitoring: 

Mitigating the DDoS Attacks: I want to construct more sophisticated and 

effective available bandwidth to mitigate the large scale of DDoS at-

tacks. By this purpose we should claim that the client information would 

able to more sophisticated and more secure from their destination serv-

er to client server communication. 

Signature based Detection Mechanism Mitigate to DDoS attacks: Sig-

nature based mechanism can easily detecting the intruder and provide 

more secure to data communications . There are so many  types of 

signature based mechanism. All are the most common thing is that pub-

lic key and  their  private key which make your data communication pro-

vide more secure and preventing the DDoS attackss which can be de-

tected with signature based detection. In signature based detection 

mechanism, we are basically trying to create a profile or a signature 

associated with a particular kind of attack which is saved in our data-

base for matching when we encounter an attack. However, the number 

of types of DDoS attacks are increasing day by day starting with the 

typical TCP flooding, UDP flooding, ICMP flooding, SYN flooding and 

certain source based and destination based bandwidth and scanning 

attack with the evolution of new next generation networks. The new next 

generation attacks are also evolving which are quite hybrid in nature 

and difficult to catch when we try to match them against some set signa-

ture profiles. Besides,it becomes an even bigger challenge when we 

consider distinguishing DDoS attacks from legitimate large volumes of 

traffic which we term as Flash Crowds. 

FlowSM Coordinate Mitigate to DDoS Attacks: Now the main solution 

remains in creating the right profiles based on deep anomaly analysis 

which has a necessity to be real time and also which is capable of 

evolving just as our evolving attack types. Distributed Denial of Service 

(DDoS) is a type  of attack in which the attacker tries to degrade the 

performance of server or network so that the 2/3 servers may not pro-

vide service to legitimate users. Since there is a huge increase in DDoS 

attacks which has created many financial losses in the E-Commerce 

world. To avoid the losses incurred because of DDoS attacks, efficient 

mechanisms are required to counter these attacks. In the proposed 

approach routers collectively try to mitigate the DDoS attacks on the 

server. There are three steps in the different proposed approaches. Ini-

tially, for attack detection and classification destination router which is 

attached to the victim or monitors continuously the traffic pattern. Sec-

ondly, once the attack is detected destination router tries to balance the 

load using the NAT (Network Address Translator). Thirdly, whenever 

the attack is detected to mitigate different types of attacks. The signa-

ture is push back to upstream routers so that the upstream routers start 

monitoring the traffic and apply the mitigation mechanism depending on 

type of attack detected. In this paper, we use digital signature mecha-

nism to encrypt our data transmission which has two type of key gener-

ation that are public key and private key. Both sender and receiver have 

their own public key . It’s a common key to generate for using of send-

ing their data and using their receiver private key to encrypt their data. 

Finally that data could not detect by attacker and then receiver open 

that using their private key. This algorithm makes to us secure commu-

nication in a organization. 

7. ANALYSIS: 

Global Congestion Awareness: Handling asymmetry essentially re-

quires non-local knowledge about downstream congestion at the 

switches with asymmetry. A switch cannot simply balance traffic based 

on the congestion of its local links. In fact, this may lead to even worse 

performance than a static scheme such as ECMP because of poor in-

teraction with TCP’s control loop. As an illustration, we consider the 

simple asymmetric scenario in Figure 10, 11. Leaf L0 has 100Gbps of 

TCP traffic demand to Leaf L1. Static ECMP splits the flows equally 

achieving a throughput of 90Gbps because the flows on the lower path 

are bottle  necked at the 40Gbps link (S1, L1). Local congestion-aware 

load balancing is actually worse with a throughput of 80Gbps. This is 

because as TCP slows down the flows on the lower path the link (L0, 

S1) appears less congested. Hence, paradoxically, the local scheme 

shifts more traffic to the lower link until the throughput on the upper link 

is also 40 Gbps. In-fact, global congestion-aware load balancing does 

not have this issue. The reader may wonder if asymmetry can be han-

dled by some form of oblivious routing such as weighted random load 

balancing with weights chosen according to the topology. Note that, in 
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this example such as the two LS1(Leaf Swicth 1)→LS2(Leaf Swicth 2) 

paths are symmetric when considered in isolation. But because of an 

asymmetry in another part of the network the LS0(Leaf Swicth 

0)→LS2(Leaf Swicth 2) traffic creates a bandwidth asymmetry for the 

LS1(Leaf Swicth 1)→LS2 (Leaf Swicth 2) traffic that can only be detect-

ed by considering non-local congestion. 

Congestion Feedback: Each packet carries a congestion metric in the 

overlay header that represents the extent of congestion the packet ex-

periences as it traverses through the fabric. The metric is updated hop-

by-hop and indicates the utilization of the most congested link along the 

packet’s path. This information is stored at the destination leaf on a per 

source leaf, per path basis and is opportunistically feed back to the 

source leaf by piggybacking on packets in the reverse direction. There 

may be in general 100s of paths in a multi-tier topology. Hence, It re-

duces to state that the destination leaf aggregates congestion metrics 

for one or more paths based on a generic identifier called the Load Bal-

ancing Tag that is source leaf inserts in packets. 

Resource Pooling: The goal of resource pooling is to make a collection 

of network links behave as though they make up a single link with the 

aggregate capacity. This is useful in data centers where data has a 

large number of paths and we would like flows to use the entire pool of 

capacity efficiently. The Multipath TCP (MPTCP) congestion control 

algorithm has recently been proposed for achieving resource pooling. 

MPTCP divides a  flow into sub-flows that traverse different paths and 

implements a coordinated congestion control across them to realize 

resource pooling. The turns out that resource pooling for multipath flows 

can expressed as the flow scheduling mechanism problem to detect the 

DDoS attacks. The key idea is to consider the utility for a flow in terms 

of the total rate of all its sub-flows. Any sharing or any fairness objective 

can be generalized for  multipath resource pooling by this way. 

Priority dropping: Whenever a packet arrives to a port with a full buffer. 

If it has priority less than or equal to the lowest priority packet in the 

buffer then it is dropped. Otherwise, the packet with the lowest priority is 

dropped to make room for the new packet. That time we can use 

Weight Deficit Round Robin flow scheduling mechanism to give them a 

Quantum ratio for every round circle with their Quantum base. If match 

then check Quantum Ratio and Quantum base run to around of whole 

process and else adding with quantum base for checking others packet 

of network. In this way, we can get bandwidth faster, more reliable and 

minimizing the congestion time. Strict Priority is the distributed network 

that obtained fast bandwidth, reduce feedback delay, reduce cost of 

base station synchronization, efficient feedback compression, low 

phase noise transmitters and congestion-aware load balancing mecha-

nism for mitigating the large number of DDoS attacks. 

Find Maximum Deficit Weight of all Links & Find Minimum Deficit 

Weight of Links : In WDRR  queuing packets are first classified into var-

ious service classes such as real time, interactive and file transfer  and 

then assigned to a queue that is specifically dedicated to that service 

class. Each of the queues is serviced  in a round robin order. Similar to 

strict priority queueing and fair queuing empty queues are skipped. 

WDRR queuing is also referred to custom queuing. WDRR queuing 

supports the allocation of different amounts of bandwidth to different 

service class by either: 

 Allowing higher-bandwidth queues to send more than a single packet 
each time that are visited during a service round. 

 Allowing each queue to send only a single packet each time that it is 
visited but to visit higher-bandwidth queues multiple times in a single 
service round. 

 Weight Deficit round robin is a new variation of WRR that achieves bet-
ter GPS approximation with knowing the mean packet size and weight of 
each connection in advance. 

To Mitigate DDoS Attacks: When hashing strings, it is not uncommon 

for more than one unique string to end up with the same hashed value. 

This is known as a Hash Collision. Normally this is not a problem, as 

languages use various strategies to resolve these collisions. However, 

an attacker can exploit this behavior to exhaust the CPU by forcing a 

large number of collisions via a single request with many parameters. 

The core issue has seen on this research paper and as a result several 

languages such as Perl and Ruby, have added randomization to their 

hash functions. Other languages have recently limited the number of 

parameters allowed in a single request such as PHP's max_input_vars 

directive. By default, the max_input_vars directive limits the number of 

GET, POST and Cookie input variables to 1000. For those who can not 

patch their application framework,  Mod Security can be used to virtually 

patch this flow. However the swift language is more develop than these 

languages. So it is the first time to use the hash algorithm to mitigate 

the DDoS attacks by the Swift language. Using Swift try to find attacker 

and mitigate to large-scale of DDoS attacks. 

Flow-let size: The distribution of the data bytes versus flow-let size for 

three choices of flow-let inactivity gap: 250ms, 500μs, and 100μs. Since 

it is unlikely that we would to see a gap larger than 250ms in the same 

application-level flow, the line “Flow (250ms)” essentially corresponds to 

how the bytes are spread across flows. The plot shows that balancing 

flow-lets gives significantly more fine-grained control than balancing 

flows. Even with an in activity gap of 500μs which is quite large and 
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poses little risk of packet reordering in data centers, we see nearly two 

orders of magnitude reduction in the size of transfers that cover most of 

the data: 50% of the bytes are in flows larger than ∼30MB, but this 

number reduces to ∼500KB for “Flow-let (500μs)”. 

In this research paper, We can proposes a novel cooperative 

technique that is based on a feedback-control strategy. Our scheme 

tackles DDoS attacks in different consecutive phases namely like as 

control phase, negotiation phase, stabilization phase and processing 

phase. This technique overcomes all challenges that we enumerated 

above. The performance of the scheme over previous techniques are as 

follows. It does not require universal deployment. It can be implemented 

in the today inter infrastructure. 

8. METHODS: 

In this research paper, we are using malicious node on easily identified 

and routing protocol become security aware. Each node provides iden-

tification malicious nodes this because DSR does not have any black-

list for sensor networks. Neighbor node send request to other neighbor 

node and then nearby neighbor node send the request continuously 

carried on until the traffic arrive the destination node. By this purpose, 

flow scheduling mechanism is being compare to their performance of 

before using and after using flow scheduling mechanism prevent some 

methods. 

Make Priority of router with the minimum hop count: 

 If multiple OSPFv2 processes learn routes to the same destina-

tion and the external and internal priorities of the routes are the 

same then the system selects to the route within the smallest link 

cost. 

 If the link costs of the routers are the same then the router partici-

pate into load balancing. 

 If multiple OSPFv3 processes learn routes to the same destina-

tion and the external and internal priorities of the routes are the 

same then the system selects within the smallest process ID. 

 If multiple IS_IS processes learn routes to the same destination 

and the external and internal priorities of the routes are the same 

then the system selects the route within the smallest link cost. 

 If the link costs of the routes are the same then the routes partici-

pate in load balancing. 

 If multiple RIP or RIPng processes learn routes to the same desti-

nation and the external and internal priorities of the routes are the 

same then the system selects the route within the smallest link 

cost. 

 If the link costs of the routes are the same then the routes partici-

pate in load balancing. 

Coordinate malicious nodes flooding packets to the destination nodes: 

Network technology is moving towards changing the wired connection 

between nodes in the network to a wireless connection which makes  

the network more flexible. There are two types of wireless networks 

such as infrastructure networks and infrastructure less networks. In 

infrastructure networks, nodes depend on a central node to coordinate 

the communication between them. But in infrastructure-less networks, 

nodes depend on themselves to coordinate the communication pro-

cess. Mobile Ad Hoc Network (MANET) is an infrastructure less net-

work that connects mobile nodes via wireless links like radio and mi-

crowave signals. 

DCN Build Using a Leaf Spine Architecture: A traditional three-tiered 

model was designed for use in general networks usually segmented 

into pods which constrained the location of devices such as virtual 

servers. The architecture consists of Core Routers, Aggregation Rout-

ers, and Access Switches. These devices are interconnected by path-

ways for redundancy which can create loops in the network. As part of 

the design, a protocol (Spanning Tree) that prevents looped paths is 

implemented. However, it is doing so deactivates all but the primary 

routes. A backup path is only brought up and utilized when the active 

path experiences an outage. 

Dynamic Weight Flow Scheduling Algorithm: Dynamic flow schedule 

mechanism make to maximize network throughput and to minimize the 

conflict between elephant and mice flows. CDFS schedules elephant 

flows with a scalable “Max-min Weight” scheme, which is adaptive to 

the available bandwidth of links. Thus switches route mice flows with 

multipath routing method. Experiment results show that CDFS im-

proves network throughput by 10% when mice flows dominate the net-

work traffic, and reduces mice flow latency by  at least 60% compared 

to the Flow scheduling mechanism model. 
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9. EXPERIMENTS: 

In this research paper, we propose that dynamic weight flow scheduling 

mechanism that every node has a weight and capacity. The node can 

not exceed to their capacity. Therefore, we find the maximum possible 

flow to overcome their unfair utilization link of bandwidth, provides max-

imum fair utilization link of bandwidth and produce the better link utiliza-

tion with moderate additional cost. Then minimizing the FCT congestion 

control to make flexibility to implement on any network resource alloca-

tion. After that we modify the utility of function and also the bandwidth of 

function to consider the aggregate throughput achieved by the weight 

flow scheduling algorithm. The running time of max-min weight flow 

scheduling algorithm is linear with the increasing of network nodes and 

maximum link weight flows. Dynamic flow scheduling performs better 

than open flow and ECMP mechanism in network throughput when 

mice flows dominate the network traffic. That Max-Min weight algorithm 

avoid to flow completion time and make more available bandwidth that 

would be faster and more flexible. By this flow scheduling algorithm, we 

can achieve faster and more flexible bandwidth that would be able to 

mitigate the large scale of DDoS attacks. 

Firstly, we need to make a good design with based on NS2 net-

work simulator and then constructed novel distributed algorithm is Dy-

namic Weight Flow Scheduling Algorithm to make that bandwidth equal-

ly distributed to other mechanism. 

Secondly, we need to implement hash algorithm to make the dis-

tributed bandwidth faster and also make it secure by using Swift lan-

guage and network frame encode by that mechanism. 

Thirdly constructed Flow let Completion Time (FCT) to make 

their bandwidth much more efficiency with the help of RTT and EW-

MA filter and using DGD algorithm calculate link optimal weight flow 

cost and estimate to fix their total cost of efficiency. 

 
Figure (07): Number of connections admitted schemes with priority 

flow scheduling (Table) 

 

Figure (08): Number of connections admitted schemes with priority flow 

scheduling 

Finally, we filter the network by hash function on bandwidth which pro-

vide to the low bypass solution as the mean of low latency efficiency. 

As therefore, we can get more fast efficiency bandwidth and securely to 

communication to other host that had never been constructed in before. 

As end host feel that their information and documentation will more 

secure and using of bandwidth will faster and more flexible and secure. 

For these purpose, the attacker will never get any information from 

servers. 

 

 

Figure (09): QoS requirements for the supported types of traffic 
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Figure (10): Distributes Weight Flow Scheduling for the supported 

types of traffic (Table) 

Figure (11): Distributes Weight Flow Scheduling for the sup-

ported types of traffic 

 

Figure (12): Scheme Scheduling Packet RTO Table    

 

Figure(13): Number of connections admitted for varying number con-

nections 

 Figure(14): Number of connections admitted for varying number con-

nection 

10. DISCUSSIONS: 

Weight deficit flow scheduling mechanism is more generally advocates 

a different design philosophy for data center networks. In our thought 

process is informed by the fact that the data center network is more an 

interconnect for distributed computing workloads rather than a bit-pipe. 

Hence we believe that it is more important to the network resource al-

location to meet overall computing objectives rather than the traditional 

communication metrics such as throughput and fairness which TCP 

optimizes. We discuss some other common concerns that might come 

up with a design like Weight Deficit Round Robin Algorithm. 
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Flow Scheduling Starvation: A potential concern with strictly priority 

based small flows may starve large flows. Moreover, a malicious user 

may game the system by splitting up to large flows to gain an ad-

vantage. In-fact, these issues are being an unique to flows any system 

that implements WDRR like scheduling has these concerns. WDRR 

actually improves the majority of flows compared to TCP’s fair sharing. 

The intuition is that for heavy-tailed distributions, small flows contribute 

a small fraction of the overall traffic. Hence the strict priority based on 

them has little impact on the large flows and in fact helps them because 

they complete quickly which reduces network contention. 

Scheduling Setting Packet Priorities: In many data center applications 

flow sizes or deadlines are known at initiation time and can be con-

veyed to the network stack to set priorities. In other cases, we expect 

that scheduling mechanism would achieve good performance even with 

imprecise but reasonable estimates of flow sizes. Within the realistic 

distributions most of the benefit can be achieved by classifying flows 

into a few priority levels based on size. The intuition is that it suffices 

that at any instant at each switch the priority dequeueing order is main-

tained. 

Supporting multiple priority schemes: In practice, data center fabrics are 

typically shared by a variety of applications with different requirements 

and a single priority scheme may not always be appropriate. This can 

easily be handled by operating the strict priority scheduling and drop-

ping mechanisms within individual “higher-level” traffic classes in an 

hierarchical fashion. Traditional QoS mechanisms such as WRR are 

used to divide bandwidth between these high-level classes based on 

user defined policy, while the mechanism provides near-optimal sched-

uling of individual flows in each class according to the class’s priority 

scheme. 

Stability: Finally, the theoretical literature has demonstrated scenarios 

where size-based traffic prioritization may reduce the stability region of 

the network. Here, stability is in the stochastic sense meaning that the 

network may be unable to keep up with flow arrivals even though the 

average load on each link is less than its capacity. However, this prob-

lem is mostly for “linear” topology with flows traversing different num-

bers of  hops intuitively it is due to the trade off between prioritizing 

small flows versus maximizing service parallelism on long routes. We 

have not seen this issue in our research level and do not expect it to be 

a major concern in real data center environments because the number 

of hops is very uniform in data center networks and the overall load 

contributed by the small (high-priority) flows is small for realistic traffic 

distributions. 

11. CONCLUSIONS: 

In this paper, We proposed an algorithm solution for mitigating the 

large scale of DDoS attacks. As the various parameters varies in the 

DDoS attacks that should able to detect and handle to get an amount 

of vulnerable traffic. We have an emphasis on dynamic weight flow 

scheduling algorithm that are more sophisticated to get more pinged 

link for DDoS attacks. To handle the DDoS attacks, we check as the 

weight flow scheduling mechanism with fast and flexible bandwidth to 

mitigate the large scale of DDoS attacks. At the holding point  of view, 

we can provide the more fast and more flexible and more secure 

bandwidth provides to client to mitigate the large scale of DDoS at-

tacks. 

Many applications in data centers drop into three broad cate-

gories which are Bandwidth-consuming, Latency-Sensitive and Detect-

ing Flow Congestion Control. Bandwidth-consuming applications gen-

erate long lived and high-throughput flows used to mitigate the DDoS 

attacks. While latency sensitive applications produced mice flows with 

relatively small size. Elephant flows compromise most of the network 

throughput, whereas a majority of flows are in mice ones and detecting 

flow congestion. One of the main challenges for cooperative techniques 

is how to find location of attackers and then rate limit traffic at point 

close to the source of attacks. To achieve this goal, flow scheduling 

mechanism techniques based on Max-Min Weight Flow Algorithm have 

been proposed to find location of attackers. These technique had as-

sumed to mitigate the  DDoS attacks and should improve the overall 

maximum bandwidth throughput and avoided to flow  congestion. 

Therefore, the path with available bandwidth is more optimal. This ob-

servation motivates us to develop an effective mechanism for both 

types of flow. We had assumed that the state of the art elephant flow 

scheduling mechanism was beneficial to improve the network through-

put. Thus, It should make every effort to avoid conflicts between ele-

phant and mice flows. Moreover, with the low dependency on the moni-

toring system our proposed mechanism can simplify the deployment 

and save the energy consumption. Recent technologies merely handle 

elephant flows or only resolve latency issues. In other contrast, our 

work is devoted to handling both type of flows. 

12. FUTURE WORKS: 

In this research paper, we presents that dynamic weighted flow scheduling 
mechanism to mitigate the large scale of DDoS attacks. This flow overcome 
the unfair utilization link of bandwidth and provides maximum fair utilization 
link of bandwidth and produce the better link utilization with moderate addi-
tional cost that the presented scheme successfully does its work avoiding 
saturation of core , leaf, spine switches and to mitigate the large scale of DDoS 
attacks. Thus this research paper is the best paper that had never done in 
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before. Considering more number of parameters would certainly improve the 
efficiency and robustness of proposed approach. Therefore identification and 
incorporation of additional parameters for the detection of DDoS attacks are 
planned as a future work. Moreover, the evaluation of proposed approach on 
flow scheduling mechanism. 
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